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A New Home for Optical Treasures
Massachusetts is rich in optical history, and
there will soon be a museum to do research
and learn about our past. After more than a
decade in storage, the Optical Heritage
Museum will be welcoming OAM visitors
to take a look and learn about what the
optical field was like in days gone by.
In 1983, American Optical employees in
Southbridge were looking for ways to commemorate the 150th anniversary of AO’s
founding in 1833, the year William
Beecher started making coin silver spectacles by hand. Aided by Ruth Wells, who
was instrumental in the opening of Old
Sturbridge Village (OSV) in the 1940’s, a
group decided to start a company museum.
OSV donated a number of items, including
a very impressive lens display made in
1893 by George Wells when he was president of American Optical. Many local opticians remember touring the museum when
it was open.
Fast forward to the year 2000 when the
Town of Southbridge successfully bid to
turn the shuttered AO plant into a beautiful
hotel and conference center, and AO
employee Dick Whitney stepped in and
become the steward of the museum collection and put it safely into storage. In spite
of several attempts to find a permanent site,
the Optical Heritage Museum collection
needed money to move to a new home. In
2009, Transitions Optical held an academy
at the Southbridge Hotel and asked Dick to
put out antique lensometers and other
optical related artifacts to display. A year
later, as the OAM started having their fall
meetings in Southbridge, the dream of rebuilding the museum started becoming a
reality.

Surfacing lenses with emery 100 years ago

A special dinner event on the eve of
OAM’s Fall meeting is being planned to
show off some of the collection. A buffet
dinner with a cash bar, along with a free
shuttle service to and from the hotel is
being planned. Register to attend on the
OAM website.
Who better to appreciate and support the
Optical Heritage Museum than opticians?
There is so much to learn from the past!
You may have heard of the AO Tillyer
Lens, but did you know that it was Edgar
Tillyer’s equally brilliant assistant, Estelle
Glancy, who was a lens computer with a
PhD in Astronomy, who patented the first
progressive lens in 1924? (Her photo can be
seen in the Looking Back feature of the
September issue of Vision Care Product
News.)
Cont’d on page 4

In early 2013, Zeiss agreed to supply seed
money to move the museum out of an attic
to 12 Crane Street in Southbridge, and
there has been a flurry of activity ever
since: moving and hanging the four original 1940’s Stoop’s paintings and the 1983
oak display boxes, reinstating the nonprofit status, and sorting through all the
Edgar Tillyer & Estelle Glancy, AO lens designers
artifacts.
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2013 OAM Corporate Sponsors
ABACUS FINANCIAL PLANNING
ABB CONCISE
ACCU RX
ALCON VISION CARE
ASPEX EYEWEAR
BAUSCH & LOMB
BOSTON EYE DESIGN
BRIOT USA
CARL ZEISS VISION – NORTHEAST
CLEARVISION
COBURN TECHNOLOGIES
COLORS IN OPTICS
COOPERVISION
ENCORE OPTICS
ESSILOR INSTRUMENTS
ESSILOR OF AMERICA – CROWN
EUROPA INTERNATIONAL
EYEVERTISE
FGX INTERNATIONAL
FYSH & KLIIK
HILCO
HOYA VISION CARE
KENMARK
LEGACIE
LUXOTTICA
MCGEE GROUP
MCLEOD OPTICAL
MENICON AMERICA
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Happy Fall!
We are busily preparing for our upcoming Annual Meeting and Fall Education
Seminar in Southbridge Mass on November 9 & 10. This looks to be one of
our greatest conferences, with a wide range of course offerings for both ABO
and NCLE, both beginning and advanced, lecture and interactive, and including a course track for apprentices. We will conclude with our newly popular,
“7th Hour Lecture”, where we have an opportunity to get to know some of our
industry leaders and what makes them tick.

It has been a good year for the OAM!
We have worked hard to improve and carefully fine tune our course selection
for our Educational Seminars.
We have a wonderful new website that is up to date and functions beautifully, both for the public and
the optician.
Our Smart Choice program has delivered 3 promotional items, with a fourth to follow at the upcoming
meeting. This is a program designed to educate the public on who we are as Opticians and what we do.
We have added an educational track for apprentices to our Seminars, helping to raise the knowledge
and skills of the apprenticed optician.
We have developed and executed an outreach vocational program where members of our board attend
career fairs and educate students on the career of opticianry.
We continue to encourage new leaders within our optical community through the attendance of
the Opticians Association of America’s Leadership Conference. We developed a student/leadership
program which is being used as a model by other state associations.
Through our most recent 15th Annual Golf Tournament, we have raised scholarship money for
opticianry students.
We have worked and will continue to work with our Board of Directors and the OAA to address the
issue of Online Eyewear, preparing to educate our legislators on this topic and seek action.
And lastly, we have worked hard to keep our members updated, educated and represented.
We would like to thank all of our members for their support. I encourage those of you who are not
members, or who have been members in the past, to please consider joining the OAM.

A strong state association means a strong profession.
Without your support, we would not have been able to achieve the above.
Thank you to our incredibly hard working Board of Directors, and thank you to all of you for your
support.
Looking forward to a great 2014!
Sincerely,

Dibby Bartlett
President,
Opticians Association of Massachusetts
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Cont’d from page 1

Annual Meeting Offers Over 30 Did you know that
American Optical
Hours of Courses
introduced the first
designer frames,
From basic contact lens and
the Schiaparelli
spectacle design reviews, to
edging 101 and the proper use Collection, in the
mid 1950’s? Or
of hand tools to advanced
courses in business, frame buy- that Massachusetts
was home to seving, contact lens case studies,
the Fall 2013 program has many eral large frame
“Smart Choices” in course work companies in
addition to AO,
to choose from!!
including Marine
Schiaparelli Collection c1955
Optical in Boston
and Bay State Optical in Attleboro. (Bay State Optical
had roots in the costume jewelry business, and was first
to introduced gold filled frames, in the 1880’s). Who
knew that the OHM, right here in Massachusetts, has
one of the largest optical collections in the US?

Historical OAM/MARDO Certificate
Many thanks to Peg Taylor, owner of Accent Eyewear in Hyannis for recently donating a box of
things belonging to her optician grandfather, Herbert
Dane to the Optical Heritage Museum. He was
active in the early days of MARDO (OAM) and
owned a practice in downtown Worcester. Thanks to
Jim Magay for sharing a photograph showing Herb
at a very busy dispensing table at Magay & Baron’s
where he worked in the late 1940’s or early 50’s
before he had his own business.

There is a wealth of knowledge to be discovered at the
OHM, and there are many opticians who can fill the
gaps of knowledge before the information becomes lost
forever. For some, it is a place to finally donate that old
lensometer that is collecting dust in the basement! The
OHM collection has grown since the days it was a company museum because of many interesting donations.
Financial support is very important too, and a sponsorship program will soon be implemented. The OAM has
donated $1,000 to the OHM to help defray expenses
involved with the opening. We hope you will support
the museum and attend the opening that is being held
especially for the OAM, and celebrate optical history!
Questions about the museum? You can learn more at
www.optical heritagemuseum.org or contact Dick
Whitney at dickwhitney@charter.net.
Herbert Dane at a busy dispensing table of Magay & Baron’s
in the late 1940’s or early 50’s. Photo courtesy of Jim Magay

The Optical Heritage Museum’s new board of directors, from left to
right: Donna Silverberg, Alan McKinley AO Eyewear, Diane Matuck,
Keith Cross- PPG, Jeanine McElroy– Zeiss, Dick Whitney, executive
director– Zeiss

Like the Optical Heritage Museum on Facebook!
This American Optical Axis Marker belonging to Herbert
Dane was donated to the OHM by Peg Taylor
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OAM Fall Meeting—Nov 9th & 10th in Southbridge
Night at the Museum
A special dinner event at the Optical Heritage Museum is
being planned for the evening of Saturday, November 9th,
in conjunction with the OAM Fall meeting in Southbridge
on November 10th. Last March, the OHM moved to its new
home at 12 Crane Street and has been actively organizing
displays for this event. OAM will be hosting a buffet dinner
with cash bar from 5 – 7pm, and the museum will be open
for viewing from 4 – 8 pm. There will be a free shuttle service from the Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center during the event. It’s not too early to register online for a hotel
reservation; the code is MAOPT110913.
The displays will include many rare antique spectacles from
the OHM and from the personal collection of David
Fleishman (antiquespectacles.com curator). A mid century
eyewear exhibit will showcase frames and advertisements
from 1945 – 1965, and in addition to fashion frames made
by American Optical, Victory Optical, and other US companies, a special display from the Tura archival collection in
New York is being planned. There will be an exhibit of lensometers and plenty of other interesting items from the
original AO Museum of 1983. We hope you will join us on
November 9th!

Don’t forget to check out the giant eyeglass
sculpture across from the original American
Optical Company entrance

OAM has many of the best speakers for our November 10th meeting!
Over 30 Hours of Courses Offered in 2 Days!

Bruce Mossman
Shamir, Inc.

Greg Rodriguez
Sponsored by Essilor

Michael Ward
Sponsored by Alcon

The Fall 2013 program has many “Smart Choices”
in course work to choose from!! Among them are:
basic contact lens and spectacle design reviews,
Edging 101 and the proper use of hand tools,
advanced courses in business, frame buying, and
contact lens case studies.
Our ABO General and NCLE General course
tracks feature nationally acclaimed speakers Greg
Rodriguez and Bruce Mossman on spectacle design,
Michael Ward and Ray Dennis on contact lenses,
and Pam Fritz on Medical Billing and preventing
fraud and theft.

Ray Dennis
Middlesex College

Pam Fritz
Sponsored by Tura

Interactive workshops for ABO credits include digital
imaging in the dispensary and facial measurements,
frame purchasing, contact lens instrumentation, and
photochromic sensitivity labs.
Opticianry Students and Apprentice Opticians will also
be attending the meeting and are able to take their own
dedicated track of courses, or can take any of the other
regular cec program provided it is not sold out.
Attendees may take up to three hours of courses on
Saturday, November 9th, and as many as seven credit
hours on Sunday the 10th.
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Talking ‘Bout My Generation...
-Dibby Bartlett
In my travels, I am intrigued by the many second
and third generation opticians who have emerged
from the legacy of their parents and grandparents. From single, stand alone independents, to
multi store, multi optician employers, the stories
are plentiful and varied. Fathers working with
sons, sons working with daughters, brothers
working with brothers, sisters with sisters...
Here is the first of a series of article on where
many of us came from....

Fortran. Occasionally on
weekends, he would work
for his father in law, Eli,
but he had limited optical
experience. After the
death of Eli Gordon,
much to the shock and
surprise of his wife and
young children, Sherman
quit his job at Honeywell,
and took over the business
of Gordon Optical.
Sherman Shriber

“I was so mad at
him,” Mrs. Shriber
tells, “I thought he was
throwing his future
away.”
But Gordon Optical

Deena Gordon Shriber grew... and grew, and

grew. Sherman’s reputation spread as an excellent optician and a good business man. He was
also renowned as a good joke teller...he had a
new one every day.
Gordon Optical
Eli H. Gordon was a graphic artist who began his
opticianry work at Chaffin Optical in Boston. It
was there Eli met Barney Porter, and in the
1930‘s, the two decided to leave Chaffin and
open their own shop, Porter Gordon Optical. The
shop was located at 80 Boylston Street in
Boston. Later, Eli and Barry dissolved their
partnership, and the shop became known as
Gordon Optical.
Gordon Optical provided quality optical goods
and a good living for Eli’s family.
In 1965, at age 53, to the shock of friends and
family, Eli suddenly passed away. None of his
adult children were interested in taking the reins
of this thriving business and there was concern
about what the future would hold for Gordon
Optical.
Sherman Shriber, the husband of Deena Gordon
and the son in law of Eli Gordon, was employed
at Honeywell during this time. He had a bright
future as a systems analyst with a specialty in
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Gordon Optical had optical shops in Boston,
Concord, Lexington, Brookline and Arlington.
Noah Shriber,
son of
Sherman,
began working at Gordon
Optical as
young as 12
years old. He
was introduced to all
facets of the
optical business, adjusting, handling
customers
and edging
Noah Shriber
lenses at a
young age. After high school, Noah went off to
college at University of Denver to pursue a degree in Business. His first post college employment landed him as a manager of the retail chain,
Armani Exchange. After working there for a bit,
he decided to return to his roots of opticianry,
and join his father at Gordon Optical.

He trained me and worked with me for a while,
and then one day he told me I could no longer
ask him any questions.” “He said I had to learn
how to handle things on my own.” “He told me
if I didn’t know the answer to a customer’s question, I should tell them that and then find the
answer on my own. It was the hardest thing to
do but it taught me well.”
They worked together for many years.
Sadly, Sherman Shriber passed away November
of 2011.
Today the Concord and Lexington shops still
thrive. Noah, a Massachusetts licensed optician
and his brother Yale, an optometrist, work together at Gordon Optical. Gordon Optical also
employs two other licensed opticians.
Noah believes his two sons are interested in
pursing opticianry.

Nomination For OAM Directors

Do you have a “vision” of our profession that you would
like to share and help us to develop? Would you be interested in serving on the OAM Board of Directors?
Each year, at our Annual Meeting in November, the OAM
elects opticians from the membership to serve as directors
to our governing board.
Members who are a full member (licensed) and in good
standing for at least September 1, 2012 – September 1,
2013 are eligible for nomination.
Directors to the OAM are responsible for attending regular
education meetings (Spring & Fall) where they assist in the
operational tasks related to the meeting such as handling
the registration and welcome table, classroom monitoring
and exhibit area set-up and breakdown.
Directors also attend five to six Board of Director meetings
on an annual basis. These planning meetings are usually
held every other month on a Tuesday evening (7p – 10p) at
the Westborough Double Tree hotel.
An OAM term as Director is a voluntary position for one
year. We would like to encourage any and all members who
have a dedicated and sincere interest in helping to shape
our future to contact our Executive Director Blair Wong.
The deadline for submitting a nomination is October 31,
2013. Nominations may be submitted via email to
OpticianMA@aol.com.
All nominations should include responses to the two
questions below.

And so it goes...

All nominations will be reviewed by the Nominations
Committee and candidates will be contacted prior to the
Annual Meeting.

I'm just talkin' 'bout my g-g-ggeneration

When sending your nomination, please indicate “OAM
Nomination” in the subject line of the email message.

This is my generation
This is my generation, baby
-- The Who

***********************************************
2013-2014 OAM Director Nomination
1. Contact Information:
(Name, Address, email address & best phone number)
2. Why are you interested in serving on the OAM BOD?
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High School Outreach
As many of us know, we have some problems facing our
profession. Consumers do not know who we are, and we need
more qualified Opticians. OAM has been working hard to address these issues. OAM launched the Smart Choice campaign
to let the consumer know about the importance buying eyewear
from a licensed Optician. We have recently launched a High
School Outreach program to develop relationships with high
schools students, teachers and counselors. I took the reigns and
I wanted to share with you my experiences, let you know how
we are growing this program, and how you can help grow our
profession!
My goal was to establish relationships with Massachusetts high
schools. I started by looking up and emailing all the vocational
high schools and contacting the high school where I graduated
from. I introduced myself and our group and asked for an
opportunity to talk to guidance counselors, teachers, and most
importantly, students about our profession. Honestly I did not
expect much of a response, so I was very surprised at how many
schools wanted me to visit.
A school in North Adams contacted me to visit them. It was
great! I met with students in their classrooms, answering their
questions for well over an hour. At health fairs I participated in,
I talked to student about proper eyewear and the different jobs
in our profession. My favorite event was a mock job fair where
I interviewed students who wanted to be an Optician. One
program even invited me to be a part of their advisory board so I
could help them develop internships in optical fields. I had
seniors who originally wanted to go into nursing ask me where
they could go to school to be an optician! They all wished they
had known about our profession sooner, and even the teachers
wished they had known about it! It was an amazing experience
for me and for them!
This school year, I want to do more, and I will! Letters were
sent to over two hundred high school guidance counselors, and
so far we have been invited to many different events. Soon we
will be going to a career fair and hold our own workshop where
three opticians will talk to students about their job, and their
career path. At this career fair we will be able to have contact
with over 100 students! This is a great start, and we can and
will do more!
If you love your job, if you have passion
for fitting eyewear, if you want to inspire
young people to become opticians, please
contact me, georgebourque@yahoo.com
and I will help you reach out to the local
high schools in your area. Together we
can grow our profession! Together we
can make those opticians who have gone
before us proud! Together we can make
our profession stronger!
George Bourque
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Think what?
OK everyone, have a great day and remember to blink!
“What did he say?”
‘It sounded like ‘remember to blink’ but
that doesn’t make much sense. There’s got
to be more to it than that.’
Actually, that’s it! In fact the official campaign is called “Think BLINK”.
A short time ago I was reading the August
19th on-line Vision Monday and saw the
following article on a “Blink Around the
World”. The Tear Film and Ocular Surface
Society (TFOS) has developed an international campaign to raise awareness of the
importance of blinking and the need to remind ourselves, and our patients, to blink
more often. Check out:
www.blinkaroundtheworld.com/.
For years, study after study has shown conclusively that we all blink fewer times
when concentrating and especially when
using computer monitors, laptops, kindles,
cell phones etc. We all know its true and
the simple act of conscious blinking can
offer much comfort and relief for our eyes
in addition to reducing some of the dry eye
issues that are so prevalent. This campaign
is a great fit for opticians and the Executive
Director of TFOS is very enthused that opticians will be helping to spread the word.
In fact she’ll be developing a brochure that
we will be able to utilize as a handout out in
our offices and to help promote discussions
with patients.
We have every lens company introducing
computer lenses and even lenses designed
for the non-presbyopic cell phone/handheld device user – Essilor’s Anti-fatigue,
Hoya’s Sync, Shamir’s Relax, etc. The incidence of dry eye discomfort will only continue to grow and we can be part of this fun
yet important campaign. More information
will be coming soon as OAM rolls out our
“Think BLINK” campaign. Join us and stay
tuned.

Dan Sullivan

OAM GOLF 2013
There was lots of great
weather and great company
at this year’s 15th annual
OAM Golf Tournament at
Pine Ridge in Oxford. Denise
Cook and her helper team did
a great job as always getting
everything set up to raise
scholarship and education
money. To see more photos,
go to the OAM Facebook
page. Thanks to everyone
who came out and showed
their support!

Thanks to the following companies and individuals
for their support and participation:
Accu Rx
Adlens
Carrera
Charmant
ClearVision Optical
Concord Optical
ELOA/Crown
Essilor Varilux
Europa Eyewear
Evolutioneyes
FGX International

Harvard Vanguard
Hilco
HoyaVision Care
Luxottica
Marchon
Mass Eye & Ear
Perferx Optical
Rons Optical
Safilo
Seaport Eyewear
Shamir

SHO Eyeworks
Silver Dollar
Todd Roger
Tura
Villavecchia Buying Group
Vision Associates
Ara Barsamian
VisionEase
Visual Eyes Inc, Boston
Younger

The Helper Team from left to right: Pauline Kamens, Helen Gendron, Nancy Kapuza,
Blair Wong, Diane Matuck, Diane Lord, Dibby Bartlett, Denise Cook, Michael Ciampoli
and Rachel Ayars

Golf organizer Denise Cook with Michael
Ciampoli of Europa at the check-in table

First Place Champions wearing the Blue Jackets, from left to right:
Larry Enright, Kevin Braney, John Walsh & Matt Yvon, Congratulations!

See more pictures on the OAM Facebook page!

Three cheers for the ladies on the helper team!
From left to right: Rachel Ayars, Pauline Kamens
and Fran Lynch

2nd Place from left to right: Kyle Jeffrey, John Robbins, Braden Noll and
John Jeffrey (maybe next year John!!)
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Candidates For Optician of the Year 2013
The “Optician of the Year” committee would like to ask the membership for their inpit as to possible recipients for
this year’s optician of the Year award.
The Optician of the Year recognizes those opticians in Massachusetts who, in the past tweleve months, have made an
extraordinary and significant contribution towards the betterment and advancement of Opticianry.
Using the form below, please submit candidates for this special recognition via email to OpticianMA@aol.com. When
sending the email, please indicate “OAM Optician of the Year” in the subject line.
1. Your Name
2. Name & Contact Information for candidate
3. Reason for nomination

Past OAM Opticians of the Year

Michael Tanzi 2012

Blair Wong 2011

Diane Matuck 2010

Steve Feldman 2009

John Deering 2008

Below is a list of previous OAM Optician of the Year Recipients and their area of
contribution:
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2004
2002
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
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Michael Tanzi OAM Website Design & Coordination
Blair Wong
Student/ Apprentice Optician Programs
Diane Matuck Historical Restoration Project
Steve Feldman
BFIT Clinic program Development
John Deering
Coordinator of the National Opticians Convention
Diane Matuck Coordinator of the Worcester Free Clinic
Harry Jilson
Service to the Board of Registration
Denise Cook
Directed Events to Raise Scholarship Funds
Ed Healy
Development of OAM Scholarship Program
George Bourque
Organizational Development and Unity Program
Norman Marquis
Distinguished Service- Nationally and Locally
Gary Lawton
Education Development
Dan Sullivan
Legislative Strategist and Plan Development
Blair Wong
Education Development
Bill Cousins
Newsletter Development
Denise Cook
Events Planning and Coordination

Tom Daigle 1991

BFIT Opticianry Program Update
As the Opticianry program at the Benjamin
Franklin Institute begins it 6th year; we at the
OAM take great pride in our continuing efforts as
a dedicated partner in enhancing the educational
opportunities for future opticians.
In the past 18 months the BFIT Opticianry Program has reached many milestones including
graduating its 5th class in May, earning COA
(Commission on Opticianry Accreditation), providing over 300 pairs of prescription glasses to
Boston area school children through a joint eye
care program for kids with the New England College of Optometry, and establishing an evening
division in January.
This year, the program has enrolled 16 students
in the second year class, and ten students in the
first year. The capacity for the program is 20 students in each class.
In addition to the joint children’s vision program
with NECO, the BFIT Opticianry students are
engaged in several other community service
based projects. The students repair and categorize
recycled eye wear for mission trips sponsored by
One Sight. In addition, the students also manufacture needed prescription glasses for One Sight.
Through the Vision Foundation of Essilor of
America, BFIT will be adopting an elementary
school in Boston in order to provide their students with much needed eye exams and prescription glasses on an on-going basis..
The students have formed a student optical club
that is an official chapter of the OAA (Opticians
Association of America). Through this club, students become engaged in outside learning experiences and field trips such as touring Hoya Vision
Labs in Connecticut, touring ABB Concise in
Marshfield, experiencing the awe of Vision Expo
East, the National Opticians Convention in Cincinnati, attending the OAA Leadership conference in both 2012 and 2013, and participating in
externship assignments at the South End Community Health Center.

BFIT Wishing Well
The BFIT Opticianry program needs your help!!!
The following items are on the BFIT Vision of
Hope “wish list”.
1 slit lamp
1 keratometer
3 lensometers
Various optical adjusting pliers and tools
Keratometer calibration kits
BFIT has established a opportunity for opticians
to make donations to the Opticianry program,
called “Hope In Sight”.
If you would like to make a Hope In Sight donation of monetary value, or a physical piece of
equipment, please feel free to contact Blair Wong
(Program Director) at 617 588 1294, or by email
to bwong@bfit.edu.

Blair Wong

Inspired by Ben Franklin’s dream of helping people to lead “useful” lives for the benefit of others,
the OAM is excited by the success and growth of
the BFIT Opticianry program.
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SPOTLIGHTING OUR SPONSORS
From the Tura website:

TURA Celebrates their 75th
year anniversary!

Early Tura frames—photo courtesy of Tura

An established eyewear company today, Tura was born out of "The
House of Levoy," a dispensary on Madison Avenue in New York City.
(The name Tura was derived from the company product the "Futura
Mirror.") Here, eyewear was promoted as both a medical necessity and
a fashion accessory. In 1949, the Levoy family ran an ad for their business which said: "Because women who wear glasses realize that there
is no such thing as inconspicuous glasses, spectacle frames assume
their logical place as a fashion accessory." The young company also
prided itself on quality, with the first and only all-metal die-cast
frames in the industry.
Company founder Monroe Levoy also believed that eyewear was just
one part of a bigger wardrobe. Tura, therefore, encouraged owning a
wardrobe of glasses to match color schemes in clothing. They even
sold matching jewelry and frame sets for women and matching cufflinks and frame sets for men. It is no doubt that Levoy's innovative
fashion philosophies set the optical industry in motion.
Today, Tura in still an
innovator of fashion.
Their lines include:
Tura
TITANflex
Lulu Guinness,
Ted Baker
Brendel
Humphrey’s
oio
crush
Geoffrey Beene
Bogner

Congratulations
Tura!
Tura today!

NEW Dailies Total 1 Contacts
Alcon has introduced Dailies Total1water gradient contact
lenses which are the first and only lenses to feature a different
water content at the core and surface. It is made with a silicon
hydrogel core containing 33% water, with a unique water gradient of 33% water in the silicon hydrogel core to >80% water at
surface, approaching 100% at the outer surface. The result is an
exceptional breathability of Dk/t of 156, superior lubricity and
a revolution in lens comfort. Lubricity is highly predictive of
end-of-day contact lens comfort.
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US Optical is celebrating their 5th year in business,
and has been recognized by Vision Monday as the 4 th
largest independent wholesale optical lab in the
country. It was created in March of 2008 by Ronald
and Robert Cotran, who were joined later by their
older brother Ralph. All three are graduates of Syracuse University, each with different educational
backgrounds of engineering, finance and marketing
that strengthen their partnership. They got their start
in the lab business in 1986 when their father, a UN
diplomat, wanted to buy a family owned business,
and decided that Onondaga Optical could be turned
around into a successful operation. Although their
father unfortunately passed away six months later,
the Cotran brothers have been in the optical business
together for 27 years.

What are the eight most compelling things differentiating US
Optical from other labs?
1. Fastest Lab in America trademark. Orders for uncuts
received by 1 pm will be shipped out overnight by the
end of the day.
2. US Optical is family owned and independent, like
their customers. They are not a VSP lab.
3. They have the largest supermarket of lens brands,
including Zeiss, Seiko, Shamir, Hoya, Kodak Unique
and Essilor Definity. They have their own proprietary
lens, the Ultimate HD, available as a PAL, SV and a FT
25, along with the free form Advanced HD. US Optical
offers their own AR, called Digital AR.
4. US Optical is easy to work with. The goal of customer service is to pick up the phone quickly, and all
are trained and knowledgeable about their products.
Many of their 86 employees have worked for the Cotrans for at least 15 years, and their lab manager Jay
Sagor invented digital slab-off’s that can be processed
in just one day.
5. Prices are net, competitive and fair.

From left to right: Ralph Cotran, Ronald Cotran, lab manager Jay
Sagor (who invented a one day digital slab-off process) and
Robert Cotran

The lab was renamed Optogenics, for a racehorse,
because Robert enjoys the sport, and it was a conventional surfacing lab in Syracuse, NY. It took about
five years to turn the lab around, by acquiring the
rights to Carl Zeiss anti-reflective treatment, and offering uncut Zeiss Gradal progressive lenses with AR
overnight. When the Cotrans sold Optogenics to Essilor in 1999 and added Varilux products, they continued to managed the lab using the business model
of fast turnaround of uncuts with an in-house AR.
It was in 2006 when Satisloh based in Switzerland
developed free form lens technology that the Cotrans
took notice of this revolutionary lens process and
decided in March 2008 it was time to start their own
lab, US Optical LLC, from scratch. With a one million dollar investment in robotic digital manufacturing, US Optical became one of the first labs in the
country to offer this new lens processing that takes a
single vision lens and generates the power curves on
the back surface. This in turn simplifies lens inventory because it is no longer necessary to carry every
base and every add power of a lens series, resulting
in substantial cost savings.

6. US Optical uses sophisticated MEI edgers, the most
advanced technology for wraps and sunglass lenses
with 6 and 8 base curves. Their proprietary SUN Rx
Lens HD technology produces distortion free and cosmetically beautiful sunglasses.
7. US Optical is a pioneer of new technologies, which
benefits their customers. They recently added a new
Crizal Center and have expanded their capacity for finished work.
8. They made new lenses for the Dalai Lama when he
visited Syracuse in 2012
Take a virtual lab tour of the lab at www.usoptical.com, or call
David Metzger for more information.
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OAM’s Newest Corporate Sponsors
Briot USA
www.briot.com/usa

With nearly 80 years in the
edging industry, Briot is
truly a pioneer with its’ innovative new technology.
So far this year, Briot has
launched three new edging
systems, a new website, and
is currently gearing up for
the release of their fourth
new edger launching at ViThe award winning
sion Expo West in October.
Alta Pulse edger
Their product range truly
offers a solution for all levels of practices and/or labs.
With our new releases (eMOTION m, Alta Pulse, and Alta
Zd) they have even more options for lab technicians and
opticians to have creativity, reliability, and quality.
With the ever changing landscape of optometric practice,
the fundamental things like patient satisfaction and patient
referrals are more important than ever. Frame styles have
also changed to embrace and perpetuate glasses being seen
and enjoyed as fashionable accessory pieces. With new
frame styles, come new demands for lenses being edged.
Practices are able to customize eyewear for their patients
and make their glasses as unique and individual as they are.
When a practice can offer that type of service, everyone
wins. Briot’s newest innovation, the Alta Zd, features the
ability to create the most complex shapes using a small
milling tool and specialty wheel. If your patient can take a
photograph of something, a lens can be made to match.
The new Alta Pulse won the prestigious Ponts D’or award
for the best edger at Silmo in 2012, and has been extremely
popular in the US market since arriving at Vision Expo
East. There has never been a better time to start edging inhouse, or upgrading to the newest technology. You can log
onto the Briot website and browse through the e-catalogue,
download pdfs, and read more about the latest happenings
from Briot.

McGee Group
The McGee Group specializes in the design and
marketing of women’s, men’s and children’s: eyewear, sunglasses, readers and cases. Since its inception in 1976, the McGee Group has gained recognition as a forward thinking company offering
innovative products, award winning design, superior marketing support and exceptional customer
service. Their lines include: Very Bradley, Orvis,
Totally Rimless, XOXO, Badgley Mischka and
Argyleculture.

Menicon
Menicon is Japan’s first and largest contact lenses
manufacturer founded by Mr. Kyoichi Tanaka in
1951, and is now represented globally. Our goal is
to deliver safe contact lenses worldwide, placing the
first priority on the eye health of our customers.
We’re excited to introduce the Miru 1day Flat
Pack—Menicon’s new daily disposable contact
lens. Miru provides maximum wettability and moisture retention in a revolutionary, 1mm thick packaging design.
For more information, email Donna Schaub at
donna_schaub@menicon.com
www.meniconamerica.com
Menicon America, Inc.
395 Totten Pond Road
Waltham, MA 02451
1-800-MENICON
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SHO Eyeworks
www.SHO-EYEWORKS.com
Phone: 888.746.6070 Fax: 888.746.6071
About Us
SHO Eyeworks is an independent eyewear company that
began in 2011. Designing, producing, & distributing classic & contemporary designed high-quality eyewear using
the finest grade materials of titanium, stainless steel, acetate, fiber-glass/carbon-fiber, & sun-lenses. SHO EYEWORKS: Contemporary Design (made in Japan), Private
Label: classic design (higher-margins, quick-turnaround,
and low-minimums), MARKUS T: Innovative, minimalistic, and screw-less design (made in Germany).
The people we work with are at the core of who we are.
SHO Eyeworks was formed through relationships developed and cultivated over many years. Our partners consist
of a global network of dedicated individuals who’ve
worked tirelessly for the growth of their respective companies and clients. Over time our relationships have matured into more meaningful partnerships and friendships.
Appreciating and valuing everyone’s strengths while understanding our respective weaknesses is the key to productivity; together, we’re able to meet individual shortcomings with collective experience, and capitalize on talents for exceptional results. Our diverse expertise and resources synergize our future growth.
Ultimately, the key to our success has been the relationships we’ve developed with our customers and the premium we place on service. Our focus is to serve the needs
of our clients. We’ve found that when we strive to give
value and receive feedback on the same, we’re more
closely attuned to the market, more dynamically competitive, and more readily prepared for collaborative success.
Our clients are an integral part of our team, our family. So
when we talk “about us” we’re also talking “about you.”
In that spirit, “we” are all at the heart of why this company exists. Thank you!
As an optical eyewear company, SHO Eyeworks seeks to
bring quality, price-conscious, innovative eyewear to the
market. Our goal as a company is to create and distribute
collections that progressively balance innovation (by design), functionality (by quality), and practicality (by
value).
Thank you for partnering with us.

Collections
Private Label
“Your Name Here” Classics / “Create Your
Own Collection”
F+M Project GmbH (mittelmanfrischkorn.com): Our partners in Germany
(Guido & Marian) are the creators/designers of
this Private Label collection. The collection consists of styles and colors that are classic and
timeless. Assuring the customer of quality and
availability is always at the heart of development
for the line. With over 50 years of combined
experience in the European markets, collaborating with several reputable eyewear designers
and companies, they’ve not only created a business which is innovative but also practical.
SHO Eyeworks
In Japanese, SHO can be interpreted to mean
“Precise,” “Craftsmanship,” which is what we
strive to create and develop in our eyewear. The
collection takes on characteristics that are modern, minimal and clean, with a touch of subtle
color and detail that complement fundamental
design.
MARKUS T
Behind this name lies the designer, Markus
Temming. He has been designing exclusive eyewear using intelligent technical constructions
since 1999. From the onset, he aimed to produce
glasses that are 100% Made in Germany. And
this is something he has certainly achieved.
Around 60 people are now working in the production company in Gütersloh, Westphalia. Suppliers either come from the region itself or from
the more far-flung areas of Germany. Following
the age-old tradition of German engineering, a
pair of glasses by MARKUS T is a quality product that is 100% Handmade in Germany. We
began our partnership in March 2013 at Vision
Expo East (New York).
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Please support our Sponsors
ABACUS FINANCIAL PLANNING
ABB CONCISE
ACCU RX
ALCON VISION CARE
ASPEX EYEWEAR
BAUSCH & LOMB
BOSTON EYE DESIGN
BRIOT USA
CARL ZEISS VISION – NORTHEAST
CLEARVISION
COLORS IN OPTICS
COOPERVISION
ENCORE OPTICS
ESSILOR INSTRUMENTS
ESSILOR OF AMERICA – CROWN
EUROPA INTERNATIONAL
EYEVERTISE
FGX INERNATIONAL
FYSH & KLIIK
HILCO
HOYA VISION CARE
KENMARK
LEGACIE
LUXOTTICA
MCGEE GROUP
MCLEOD OPTICAL
MARCHON EYEWEAR
MATCH EYEWEAR
MENICON
OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS
PERFERX OPTICAL
PRECISION OPTICAL
PRODESIGN
RANDOLPH
REM EYEWEAR
SAFILO, USA
SHAMIR INSIGHT INC.
SHO EYEWORKS
TRANSITIONS
TURA
US OPTICAL
VARILUX
VICTORY/EAGLE EYEWEAR
VISION-EASE LENS
VIVA INTERNATIONAL
YOUNGER OPTICS

DON’T MISS OUT ON THE OAM FALL MEETING
In Southbridge!
SAT & SUN, NOVEMBER 9th & 10th
SPECIAL SAT DINNER EVENT at the
OPTICAL HERITAGE MUSEUM at 12 Crane Street

Check out OAM on Facebook.
Search: Opticians Association of Massachusetts (OAM)

If you’re not getting our email announcements and want to sign up, go
to: www.opticiansma.org

